living in

typologies

i(n)solation
experiencing the outdoors

group code:IB-5430

studio

80 units

40 square meters
focus: young people, couples with no children

1-2
concept
The actual situation of the COVID-19 pandemic has
forced a big part of the world’s population into self isolation
and this phenomenon has shown how important architecture
and home design is in the life of all of us.

alfred-grünwald park

The need for adequate ventilation and sun exposure, as
well as the comfort brought by green areas and socializing
from a distance has never been so essential.
Creating new routines and learning how to live in a
pandemic crisis is a new thing for most of us. People have
been realizing that experiencing the inside for a uncertain
period is such a tough task. Commonly, architecture is not
designed for plenty of activities we would do everyday: living,
working, studying, working out, leisure. Also, dwellers,
specially children, have been suffering from the lack of going
outdoors, feeling the sun and having an wide area to play
around.
As this scenario of extreme fear, uncertainty, social
distancing and economic crisis has been warning us for
psychological distress, this concept aims to attend its users
by providing hope for people through comfortable indoor
spaces with good insolation, promote contact with the
outdoors and neighbours without living the inside of their
homes and, last but not least, offer open and green spaces.

main goals
1. Offer as much sunlight as possible for every apartment
2. Create a pleasant green area for the dwellers
3. Allow the connection between the existing park and the city
4. Respect the alignment of façades and building heights of the block

alfred-grünwald park

standard

40 units

60 square meters
2 bedrooms
focus: students and families with 2 children max

Spaces that can hold colective uses to be opened after quarentine

2-4

then

Rooms that can hold comercial diversity to be opened after
quarentine

plans

building
The design approaches the challenge of life in isolation as an
opportunity of looking into architecture with a cozier understanding and shows
how democratic the access to good light and comfortable homes can be. That
led the final building’s form into an “E” shape, where all façades receive direct
solar radiation and have views for the patio and the city.
The building can be dissected in three typologies (studio, standard and
plus) in order to serve different households and needs, all of them are
provided with access to sunlight and views by unit terraces and wide glass
windows.
The dwellers can access the building by some ways: 1) the two doors
located on the street; 2) the doors under the middle section of the building; 3)
the doors inside the patio. As the middle section of the building is more
populous, there are two doors connecting to the patio.
The access from the street is composed of a double door and a
guillotine window that people can receive delivered items in a safer way, as
they are protected by the glass on the face level, it can be locked when it’s not
being used.

second floor (+7,00m)

fifth floor (+17,50m)

plus

30 units

80 square meters
3 bedrooms
focus: students and families

2-5
studios
standard

ground floor (0,00m)

plus

Due to the challenge of accomodating 400 dwellers, there’s another
layer of green and open space: a private common terrace which can only be
accessed from inside the building, on the first floor.

third floor (+10,50m)

sixth floor (+21,00m)

fourth floor (+14,00m)

seventh floor (+24,50m)

It’s known that it is hard to live inside for so long, in order to create a
cozier feeling there are different materials chosen for the building. Wood
panels on the façades and common corridors where the sun can heat it and
offer a warm touch. Stones pavement placed in some areas of the patio to
bring texture. There’s also a water mirror that crosses both sides of the patio,
reflects the sunlight and offer a gentle sound while relaxing outdoors.
As the insolation and hygienic crises is due to an end, the concept also
offers perspectives of a future without COVID-19. These perspectives are
related with the social roles within and outside the walls of the building, offering
a great number of possibilities.
The connection with the street is composed of a group of commercial
rooms, which can hold a bid diversity of establishments, such as stores, cafes
or a small daycare. The inner corners of each floor in the building are also
available to user appropriation. There, endless functions, permanent or
temporary can be installed, such as shared library, playground, shared
kitchen, laundry spaces, bike lockers, co-working and food sharing spaces.
first floor (+3,50m)

